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2   •   B E F O R E  T H E  W O R L D  W A S  R E A D Y

int roduC t ion

Breaking trail 
in the f    reSt  

of iDeaS

Trailbreakers have a hard job. They slog ahead, all alone. 

They make the trail easier for the people behind them, but they 

pay a price. Sometimes they even get lost along the way.

There are trailbreakers for ideas too, and they can have just 

as hard a time. The world isn’t always ready to accept a new idea. 

Or new information. Or even a brilliant invention. 

Sometimes, it’s because the ideas make us uncomfortable. 

They don’t match the way we see the world or ourselves. The first 

person to come up with an idea as outlandish as Earth revolving 

around the sun might not even live long enough to see it believed. 

In fact, that idea took almost 2,000 years to be accepted.

Some ideas are inconvenient. In the 1950s, when medical 

researchers said smoking causes cancer, a lot of people didn’t 

want to believe it. Believing would mean changes. Smokers might 

 f   re
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have to quit. Stores might have to sell something else. The big 

tobacco companies might go out of business. The tobacco companies 

hated the idea so much that they spent millions of dollars trying  

to convince people it wasn’t true. Today, most people know it’s true,  

but lots of people still smoke, either because they are addicted to 

tobacco or because they think they’ll be lucky and not get sick.  

There are other reasons why an idea might not be accepted. 

Sometimes a great idea comes from the wrong person. Through 

much of history, if a revolutionary idea came from a foreigner,  

a peasant, a slave, or a woman, no one paid much attention.  

Occasionally the person who first speaks the new idea out loud  

is simply bad at explaining things. The person who comes along  

and explains the idea clearly is more likely to be listened to— 

and often gets credit for the idea itself. 

Sometimes a piece of the idea is missing. Alfred Wegener was 

sure that the continents moved around Earth’s surface. He could 

show evidence to prove that they moved, but he couldn’t explain 

why. Until someone came up with the why, people weren’t ready  

to believe him.

And sometimes it’s a simple matter of technology. It’s no  

good inventing a rocket before a rocket motor has been developed.  

It’s no good hunting for microbes without a microscope. Some - 

times new developments, especially in technology, simply have  

to wait until all the bits come together.

Even then, few big ideas win wide support right away. There  

are always trailbreakers who had the idea before the world was 

prepared to believe it. And the world can be very hard on trail-

breakers. In this book, you’ll meet a few of them. And you’ll find  

out what happens when the world isn’t quite ready for them.
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Chap t er 1

What have You 
Done t    MY 

Planet?
Imagine that, all your life, you’ve believed Earth is  

the center of the universe and the sun, planets, and stars 

revolve around it. That’s what your teachers and parents 

and all the people you know believe. Besides, it’s obvious. 

You can see the proof every day, as the sun sweeps across 

the sky from east to west and starts again the next morning.

Then along comes someone who tells you that Earth is 

just a planet like all the rest, a globe that spins and whirls 

around the sun in the blackness of space. You’d probably 

think that person was wrong or crazy.

That person was Nicolaus Copernicus.

t    M
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orPhaneD in PolanD
If you search for a picture of Nicolaus Copernicus,  
you’ll find a serious-looking man with long, dark hair that 

blends into the shadows behind him. He looks sidelong at the 

artist, a little suspiciously. That’s the man who spent hours, 

and years, thinking about the shape of the universe.

That’s not the Nicolaus Copernicus of 1483. Then, he  

was a grieving 10-year-old whose father, a copper merchant in 

northern Poland, had just died. His mother was already dead, 

so Nicolaus and his older brother and two older sisters were 

orphans. The children went to live with their uncle Lukas,  

a priest, and their lives changed.

Amount of time Copernicus spent thinking 
about the shape of the universe

potential 
universe shapes

Amount of time he spent 
thinking about his hairstyle


